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Here you can find the menu of Cafe G in Amber Valley. At the moment, there are 18 meals and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Denise Mombelli likes about Cafe G:

I was a part of a band that stayed in the opposite for a few days and we have restored a very warm welcome
from the personal. g, as we called him, was very friendly with spectacular sharpeners, the young lady chef was

friendly, knew her way around the kitchen and very chatting. we enjoyed our breakfast every visit and
recommend it to everyone in belper. read more. In nice weather you can even have something in the outdoor
area, And into the accessible rooms also come customers with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What

Балша Ћујић doesn't like about Cafe G:
It's open but wish it was closed ! Was warned about 35minte delay but they failed to mention the breakfast would

be cold . Dont mind waiting but expect hot food. Appreciate it was a busy day but no excuses . Don't go in
the...kitchen if you can't stand the heat ! Not a great atmosphere as managers or chef was shouting at staff ...

No.sign of Gordon Ramsey When we mentioned to the lad serving it was cold all he said w... read more. Cafe G
from Amber Valley is a cozy café, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a hot coffee or a hot chocolate,
The visitors of the restaurant also appreciate the comprehensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities

that the establishment has to offer. Look forward to the enjoyment of scrumptious vegetarian menus, well
digestible Mediterranean meals are also available.
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Toas�
TOAST

Breakfas�
HASH BROWN

�s�
SMOKED SALMON

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

MEDITERRANEAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

SALAD

WRAP

LAMB

Ingredient� Use�
EGG

AVOCADO

MEAT

MUSHROOMS

CHOCOLATE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 09:00-17:00
Tuesday 09:00-17:00
Wednesday 09:00-17:00
Thursday 09:00-17:00
Friday 09:00-17:00
Saturday 09:00-17:00
Sunday 10:00-16:00
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